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 The Office of Inspector General is investigating an incident in which an Orange police 
officer discharged his firearm on Friday, September 15, 2023 near 80 Boston Post Road, Orange, 
CT. 
 
 At approximately 9:50 p.m., on September 15, 2023 officers were dispatched to the 
Burlington Coat Factory, 80 Boston Post Road, Orange on a report of suspected shoplifting.  
Orange Police Officer Kurt Correia responded.  Upon arrival, Officer Correia observed a subject, 
later identified as Maurice Keys, holding a laundry basket full of items.  Two individuals in the 
parking lot were pointing toward Keys.   
 
 Officer Correia exited his cruiser and called out to Keys who fled.  Ultimately, Keys ran 
toward a 2004 Buick Century that was parked in the Burlington Coat Factory parking lot.  Officer 
Correia pursued on foot.  A female, later identified as Timisha Hopkins, was inside the Buick and 
moved from the passenger seat to the driver’s seat.  As Keys attempted to enter the vehicle’s 
front passenger seat, Officer Correia reported that he took hold of Keys’ shoulders in an 
attempt to pull him out of the car.  Officer Correia reported that he was pulled into the vehicle 
where a struggle ensued with the occupants. 
 
 Officer Eric Ristaino was now on scene and attempted to open the driver’s door to 
prevent Hopkins from starting the vehicle.  The Buick backed up colliding with an Orange Police 
Department cruiser and then proceeded up the ramp toward the Boston Post Road.  Officer 
Correia was still partially inside the vehicle.  At this point, Officer Ristaino fired one round 
striking the rear of the Buick. The round did not strike anyone in the vehicle.  The vehicle 
stopped on the Boston Post Road.  Keys and Hopkins were taken into custody and charged with 
assault on a peace officer, larceny and related offenses.   
 
 Initial investigation indicates that, at the time of the shooting, the body worn cameras of 
Officers Correia and Ristaino were not activated. 
 
 The investigation is continuing. 
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